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BACKGROUND OF STUDY

The mainstay of research is data, and data concerning educational

programs are typically collected through surveys. In order to collect

data on elementary and secondary schools, the U.S. Office of Education

utilizes the Elementary-Secondary General Information System (ELSEGIS).

ELSEGIS is a multi-part survey which currently consists of the following

instruments:

Part A-1: Local Education Agency Fall Report on Staff and Pupils

A-2: State Education Agency Fall Report on Staff and Pupils

?art 8-1: Local Education Agency Fiscal Report

B-2: State Fiscal Report

Part C-1A: Fall Report on Schools

C-1B: Fall Report on Schools (Supplementary Report)

Part D-1: State Report of Operating and Non-operating Local Public
School Systems

D-L: State Fall Estimates of Expenditures and Salary Data for
Public Schools

The system is comprehensive in terms of information collected and school

districts covered. Using a stratified sample of approximately 2,500

s,;hool district, representative of region, metropolitan status code

(MSC), and enrollment size, variables such as school enrollment, grade

level, local education agency (LEA) expenditures, and LEA revenue may

be estimated for the nation as a whole.

The survey with which this study is concerned is Part B-1, Local

Education Agency Fiscal Report. This survey collects data on beginning

balances, revenues, expenditures, and ending balances (as shown in

Table 1 below) from the sample of 2,500 school districts across the

country. The reporting format utilized in the analysis of ELSEGIS data

has typically been to prepare tables and data displays in a descriptive

manner with a minimal amount of analytical content. The most recent

analysis plan, however, was based on the identification of the critical'

issues, both current and projected, irk education finance. In addition to

the highly analytical tables, baseline data were presented in a series of



descriptive tables to permit continuity in the ELSEGIS reporting effort.

This information, available in reports published by the Office of Education,

is valuable to educational planners, policy makers, and administrative

researchers.

Table 1

DATA ELEMENTS - ELSEGIS V FINANCE SURVEY

Data Elements

A. Beginning Balances

1. For Current Operations
2. For Capital Commitments
3. Total

B. Revenue from Local Sources
1. Taxation and Appropriations
2. Tuition and Transportation Fees
3. Other
4. Total

C. Revenue from Intermediate Sources
D. Revenue from State Sources
E. Revenue from Federal Sources

1. ESEA Title I
2. ESEA Title II
3. ESEA Title III
4. ESEA Title VI
S. ESEA Title VII
6. ESEA Title VIII
7. NDEA Title III
8. PL -815

9. P10874
10. Head Start
11. Follow Through
12. Vocational Education
13.'Natonal Lunch/Milk Programs
14. ESAP
15. Other
16. Total

P. Total Revenue Receipts
G. Total Non-Revenue Receipts
H. Incoming Transfers
I. Total Receipts
J. Total of All Balances; Receipts,

and Transfers

Data Elements

Kl. Administration
K2a. Instructional Salaries/Teachors
K2b. Instructional Salaries/Other Prof. Staff
K2c. Instructional Salaries/Non-Prof. Staff
K2d. Instructional/Total Salaries
K2e. Other Instructional Expenses
K2f. Total Instructional Expenses
K3. Attendance Services
K4. Health Services
Y.S. Pupil Transportation Services
K6. Operation of Plant
K7. Maintenance of Plant
K8. Fixed Charges
K9. Total Allocation to Pupil Expen.
K10. Food Services
Kll. Student Body Activities
K12. Community Services
K13. Total Current Expenditures

Sites, New Buildings, Add. and Imp.
L2. New Equipment
L3. Total Capita) Outlay
M1. Paid on Principal
M2. Paid for Interest
M3a. Paid to School Housing Authority/

Principal
M3b. Paid to School Housing Authority/

Interest
MS. Other
M6. Total-Debt Service
N. Outgoing Transfers
0. Other Expenditures
P. Returned to Appropriating Authority
Q. Total Expenditures
R, Ending Balances

1. For Current Operations
.2, For Capital Commitments
3. Total

S. Total of Expenditures and Ending
Balances
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The basis for the entries made in the FfJSEGIS finance survey is

Financial Accounting for Local and State School Systems by Paul L. Reason

and Alpheus L. White, USGPO, Washirtgion, 1957, and referred to as USOE

Handbook II. This handbook was designed to provide a set of standard

receipt and expenditure accounts as a foundation for the accurate and

consistent reporting of school district financial information. While

designed to be a guide for all states, the use of Handbook II has not

been mandated and many states have developed and implemented their own

accounting systems.

As anyone who has dealt with surveys is aware, not all questions

are interpreted the same way by different people, nor are all data

reported accurately. Variations among the accounting systems employed

by the LEAs and states, differences in the definitions of terms, and

other reasons caused the quality of some of the ELSEGIS finance data

to be suspect. Therefore, a study was begun to conduct a field valida-

tion and an error analysis of the ELSEGIS data to accomplish three

objectives:

1. To examine the existence of both systematic and random errors
in the data reported on the ELSEGIS finance form and to
determine the potential impact on national estimates and
projections;

2. To suggest changes in survey procedures, forms, concepts,
instructions, etc., in order to reduce the number of errors
in future surveys; and

3. To identify the needs for further research in validity study
areas.
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METHODOLOGY

A thorough understanding of the total data generation and collection

processes and recordkeeping practices was essential in conducting an

effective review or data-validation study. Thus, the first step takm

in the performance of this study was the development of a model to serve

as a guide for project activities. Using operational terms, the model

was designed:

1, to provide a background for interpreting and evaluating ob-
served discrepancies in the data validated,

2. to provide a schematic method for field interviewers to under-
stand the data generation and collection processes at the LEA
and SEA levels, and

3. to translate the initial findings of the project team into a
preliminary view of the data generation and collection
processes.

The model that was developed was a response error model. The

response error model consisted of an identification of the sources and

types of errors that could enter the data reporting system. The error

types were identified by reviewing the editing procedures and errors

discovered in the previously collected and analyzed ELSEGIS data, by

reviewing the findings of validation studies conducted on similar types

of surveys, and through a knowledge of the problems' inherent Iii the

state-federal accounting system relationship. The response error model

was based on a submodel of school district financial operations viewed

as an information-generating process.

While the categories of errors are not mutually exclusive, it is

meta to categorize them for analytical purposes into the following

types:

1. Arithmetic Errors

2. Definitional Errors

3. Estimation Errors

4. Formatting Errors

S. Timing Errors

4



6. Transcription Errors

7. Lack of Thoroughness

8. Lack of Source Data

9. Misunderstood Instructions

10. Repeat (Carry-Over) Errors--this includes total line errors
unless they were arithmetic

11. Other--Identified as to cause

12. Unknown

1. Arithmetic Errors are errors in the basic addition or subtrac-
tion employed in-building the ELSEGIS records or where a
percentage of an LEA figure was incorrectly calculated and
entered into the ELSEGIS form.

2. Definitional Inconsistencies occur when the SEA or LEA utilizes
a -different definition than that used by OE for the same term.
Examples of this may be seen in the varying definitions for
"Other Instructional Expenditures," "Nonrevenue Receipts," and
"Other Agency Expenditures."

3. Esiimation Errors occur when the respondent had no data at hand
irc5i a given data element and was forced to make an estimate.
Further, estimation errors may occur where data are partially
recorded on SEA or LEA records or where proration methods must
be employed.

4. Formattin Errors are those errors that arise because data are
maintains at e SEA or LEA in a different format from that
required for completion of the ELSEGIS instrument. These types
of errors will generally be found in conjunction with one or
more of the other errors described.

5. Timing Errors can be said to occur when more accurate data
b-6come available after the ELSEGIS instrument is completed.

6. Transcription Errors occur when numbers are incorrectly trans -
cribed- from one loin to another.

7. Lack of Thoroughness: This code is used when there appears
to be no reason for an error other than carelessness on the
part of the respondent.

8. Lack of Source Data: Errors of this nature will occur when
require ot available to the respondent,

9. Misunderstood Instructions: This code is used when the
respondent did not urge-fa-and the instructions given for the
ELSEGIS instrument.
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10. Repeat (Carry-Over) Errors are said to exist when the error
is solely the result of a previously reported error, and
generally appears in a total line.

11. Other Errors are all errors for which a cause is known other
than thoselbove.

12. Unknown Errors are those errors for which the analyst is un-
able to assign a cause.

The response error model was implemented within a methodological

framework as shown on Figure 1. This operational methodology was

developed to show the logical flow of events in the validation of the

ELSEGIS data, delineating each step from the start of the fieldwork to

the publication of final reports.

The second major step in the validation of the ELSEGIS finance

data was the development of the analysis plan. This analysis plan was

designed to direct the search for two distributions of errors:

the distribution of errors by questionnaire data element, and

the distribution of errors by type of error.

Consequently, the analysis concentrated on those errors which appeared

with a high frequency (systematic errors) as opposed to infrequently

appearing errors (random errors). In the case of the distribution of

errors by data element, a review was made of those data elements in

which errors were most frequently made, regardless of the type of error

or cause. From this review, it would be possible to determine which

data element contained the greatest error in the survey and thus deserved

the most careful review for subsequent surveys. A review of the frequency

of each type of error (arithmetic, transcription, etc.) would allow the

determination of the need for special instructions.

The data collection methodology utilized consisted of an interview

with the person who originally completed the ELSEGIS instrument for

1971-72 and an independent completion.of the ELSEGIS instrument utilizing

basic data sources available at the SEA and LEA. In accomplishing this,

a package of instruments was assembled consisting of interview guidelines,

' S. 6
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Figure 1: OPERA'CIONAL METIIODOLOCNY



the original ELSEGIS instrument, and a series of worksheets developed to

allow the analyst to go from the basic data sources at the SEA or LEA

to the ELSEGIS instrument.

Tho next step in the study was selection of the sample of LEAs about

which data would be collected. The sample selection was accomplished by

USOE. The sample selection procedures will be discussed more fully

in the section concerning the full-scale implementation of the study,

but, briefly, sites were selected such that national projections of the

data collected could be made.

Following the selection of the sample, the site visits were conducted,

the interviews completed, and the basic ELSEGIS data collected. Following

this, the data were processed and an ELSEGIS instrument was completed for

each of the LEAs in the sample. The final step in the study was to

conduct the analysis of the data, developing the distribution of errors,

assigning causes to each, and developing a series of recommendations

for changes in the ELSEGIS instruments, procedures, and instructions.

Basic statistical analysis focused on the computation of gross and net

difference rates for each item reported in the ELSEGIS survey. Difference

rates were computed between the validated data and that previously

submitted by the states. Similar school districts and states have been

grouped for comparative analyses,

The study itself was performed in three distinct phases, Design,

Pilot Test, and Full Scale Implementation. During the Design Phase,

described above, the approach and materials were developed and pretested

for their ability to elicit the required information. The Pilot Test

consisted of a test of the system in 13 school districts in four states.

The Full Scale Implementation was composed of data collection for 30

school districts in 20 states.
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PILOT STUDY

This section describes the results of the pilot study conducted in

Iowa, Massachusetts, North Dakota, and Virginia. The purpose of the

pilot study was to gain actual field experience with the study design,

the materials, and the instructions to interviewers so that appropriate

changes could be incorporated before full implementation. The site

visits were made by two staff members to two states each from November

1972 to April 1973. At the outset of the,study, the plan was to

limit the site visits to the state Tneles only, but this was modified

after the first phase of the pilot/Study was completed.

The data reported during/the
//

ELSEGIS survey were generally taken

from statistical records located at the state education agency. Seven

states forwarded the qt,stIonnaires to the local education agencies for

completion from LEA records, although the same information may have been

available at the state offices. Of the four states in the pilot study,

Virginia vas one that had sent the questionnaires to LEAs.

The original intent of the project was to evaluate the ELSEGIS III

survey for the 1969-70 school year. There were several reasons for

choosing that particular year. First, the school district financial

data would be collected to approximately match the 1970 Census. In

connection with this, the ELSEGIS sample was greatly expanded from its

normal size to 4,800 school districts for that year, and efforts were

made by the Office of Education and the Bureau of the Census to coordinate

and integrate the data collected by ELSEGIS and the Census. Second, given

this extra effort, it would be more important than ever to have accurate

estimates on the national level of differences and errors made in re-

porting the ELSEGIS data. Finally, the 1969-70 school-year information

was, at this stage of the study, the latest data published by the Office

of Education.

As the study progressed, it was found to be most helpful' if the

state official could prOvide the following set of documents: the state

financial accounting manual for school districts, state guidelines and

summaries Of federal aid to education programs available in the state,'-



a state education agency.oiganization chart, any regional program &scrip.,

tions,*copiea of school district financial firms for_reporting data to

the state for the districts in'the sample, coding instructions--computer-

or otherwise--for transcribing data from the-district forms to the

ELSEGIS f6rms, and state lists of payments to the districts for federal

-programs.

The state accounting manual was indispensable for-the comparison

of definitions with USOE Handbook II on financial accounting which is

the basis of the BISECTS definitions. In some cases, however, it was

found that the definitions were identical, but the states and particu-

larly the districts did not follow the definitions. Tne state federal

aid summaries were useful for an overview of the federal programs that

existed in the-state and the-program names that were used locally.

For example, Title I of the Elementary and peaondary BdUpation'Act

would often be called "BEA Title I," but sometimes merely 'Title I"

and "aid to the economically deprived," and once simply "P.L. 89-10."

Organization charts were used as-a_guide to determine the-other officials,

that could provide additional information about progransand also to

identify when programs -such as vocational education were operated outside

of the state education department,:

Regional program descriptions provided clues,as_towhat other

educational services (and expenditures) might exist in the state'which

would not_bo reported on_the district financial records. Copies of the

school' district financial reporting forms were Otained to faailitate

the comparison-of data. Thes0Orms,pluSthe.coding-instruCtions:for

BLSEGIS provided the means-for checking the completed ELSEGIS forms and

the means for understanding many of the- differences which were then fetal'

By means of the coMbination of district reporting torMs and the coding

initructioni'errers in-the-inStrUations!andi in iit'leaSt-ohe case, errors

bYAWCOMpUtet-prOgraMmer in-the rimplcmentation of-the instructions

were leteate&



Finally, the state lists of payments to-the districts-for federal

programs was found to -be _essential_, litarw.errors were found in reporting

federal revenues which, pasS through state-departments of education;

In Ihis case, the -funds can be inaccurately reported -or oVerlooked,

altogether when the districts send theirantual financial reports

to the state, Thestatewould frequently complete the BLSE(IS form

from the district report witheut validating -the records againat the
. .

original state payments liSt.

During-the pilot,studyi-the basic attempt of the researtheiowas-

to obtain-all possible-financial information, and_then-to -delete every.-

thing that was,not essential. The-objettives of the -study were still

being refined -at this point. First'as accurate information:at could be

obtained for each-School-district 'ill:the sample_was desireciand-we

wentetitoTobtain-a fuWdeacription'efthe state -(0114).66aWkinanOial'

systemjrom the accounting printiples and manuala'utilize&IO'fheleVel

'of computerized information .retrieval currently installed-(inciplanned

for) in the state departments. Difforentrpeople-andWfkos:haVte-be-

contacted-for each-of these areas;-and a point bediminishingleturns:Wal

often-soon found with additional effort -yielding an'040Valentlgain in

knoidedge_about the systevi.

AS-a result of the state site visits in the pilot-Study, it was

decided to visit at least some of the sehool_diltrictS'inithe sample;

The reasons-for this extension of the original &Sign were' npmerous,but

a key kactor was the judgment of the researchers that they were obtaining

neither a-full description of 'accounting practices which were-used by

the districts to report their financial information to-the statesinor

the most accurate data which might be-available. The pilot-study was

the proper place to evaluate these judgment's-and, consequentiy,' nine of

the-13 school distridts in thelpilet:were,viSited.

The-results.ef=theichool;diitiift'SiteVtiits:yetelMuch---afliad

-beenpreditted.---Aditional-errors*Were-fOnkf-beyend4these Wilted

--or 'transmitted= at'-the state -level 0 ,but- systematic. patterns mere
found / sate SCOUntitt-Oidetinee'were ottbittOdit4t tbz IneOt



local needs or practices. And finally it again was found thaithe point

of diminishing returns was quickly reached. While many figures could be

checked against the local books in five or ten minutes, other data would

require a number of days to verify, reviewing unorganized ledgers and

account books on a page-by-page basis. At this point, it was determined

that the outer limits of the scope of the study-had been obtained.

A number of insoluble problems were found. For example, some

items were reported on the basis of computer printouts which at -the time

of the evaluation study had either been dettroyed_or could no longer be

found -.just the opposite of the usual case where more complete and accur-

ate data can be obtained by_ reviewing data after it has been audited.

Some accounts were either lost or had not been kept in the first place.

In other cases, individuals would disagree on the Correct identification

of a-particular account. Occasionally, two -or more sets of -data would

exist, with little guidance supplied by state or local officials ai

to which data were best or more accurate. This was the case where a.

'school-district had a highly automated accounting system on an-accrual

basis, but the state required-the annual reports-to be Submitted,on-a

cash basis. In that particular situation, the conversion of the district's

accrual report to a:cash basis report introduced a number-of errors that._

were ultimatelyreported on the WEGIS survey.

Two major aspects found in the pilot study which may have an impact-

en financial surveys ,in the future *sere school district- "dependency!'

and the existence of regional services. `Dependency consisted of'Shared

services between the school district and the city or cobnty in whiCh it

was-located, Many items from health services to operation and mainten-

ance of the school plant are currently being supplied by-non- school

political jurisdictions, and, in the opinion- of the'researdhers;,there

are sharply increasing instances of these -sired

VrMultit-dtatrict'serviCeS-Weris-Ilsoobserved'in allAStaterin-4he

PilotstOOthere-Computer centerS-0-001a tenterSOnd-trained'speCialiSts

ptoVide"services:te manrdistridtSWhidhare-obt-enter04'in didfritt

OnanCiaPrepetWoyeethOUghthe-serVides;:are406lieptertheAildren

a- '12



in the school district. This, too, seems to be a growing trend, and

there appears to be no easy way to reflect these services in surveys

of school district finances.

. The pilot study established the content and limits of what could

be obtained in field visits at the state and school district level.

Interview procedures were streamlined as the various protocols became

established and as our knowledge increased as to the items-most likely

to be found at the state and district levels. The categories of errors

and differences of opinion reflected in the ELSEGIS reports were

de3cribed in the pilot study report.and few additional categories were

.found in the full -scale implementation. From.the experience of the

pilot study, it was decided that a thorough visit to all the school

districts in the sample would consume an inordinate amount of time and

resources to be a useful part of the full-scale study. Instead, it was_

decided that an attempt would be made to visit only one district in each

state in the sample, in-order to verify the,findings made at the state

level and to spot-check the accuracy of various accounts, but to spend

only one day in the school district. Finally it was determined_ that the

second major purpose of the study, to develop detailed descriptions of-

state financial reporting systems, could be fully obtained by. the state

level visits coupled with a visit'to a single school-district.

Finally, it should be noted that there was a change from the evalua.;

tion of ELSEGIS III (l960-70 school year) to ELSEGIS V (197172 school

year) as a.result of the pilot study. 'Particularly in the detail and

scope of the field work, this kind of rigorous examination of.the ELSEGIS

financial survey, often considered to be the best survey of school district,

finances in the nation, has never been done before. As-a result of the

chance to examine and evaluate comparable financial records and reporting

systems at both the stater and school district-level, more time was spent

on-the pilOt study:than-originallrplanned, 4y-the-time the results of

that,effOtwore-evaluated-4hvlate-8prtng of-1973-4110-otqinallsurVey

appeaieci'th-twout'Of'date, The full scale implementatton-did-hoifbegin

until -fh§\ NI- of-1073. By --tha" iimo 13iMig-liribtioittirto6Or4` Lot
ithoOlfyori="(ii§ttifr-Vy- were 114ii-14i.lebiO=TM5tii4the-offico'_ of

tchicAjOh-.

kiM



A

FULL S IMPLEMEVATION

Building on the pretest described above, the full scale implementa-

tion of the validation study occurred in a 20 state, 30 school district

Sample. The data collection took place through site visits. One or tso

professionals visited each site selected, conducting the one-hour interview
and completing the ELSEGIS form from the state's basic data-sources. _'The

amount of time required for this effort-varied fran two to-ten man -days
per state depending on size and complexity. The major thrUst of the site

visits was to gather data-which could be compared to data previously

submitted by the state as well as to-learn. di.rectly the-problems 'which

the state encountered_in the completion of the ELSEGIS finance instrument.,
In addition to the visit to the state education agency, a site

visit was made to one of the sample school_ districts in each. state in
order to determine the availability of the required financial data at
that level. The function of this visit was to determine whether the

school districts would be better able to complete-the pISEGIS-fOrths

than the state education agoicies,- as well as to substantiate SEA
resultSor

The sample of school districts about which data were collected in-

the' full scale implementation of the study was selectecihy the Office
of Edudation. The universe-included all schOol'distridts with _ari el:14

rollmentof 300 or greater that previoUsly completed the ELSEGIS in-

strument for 1971-72 with the exception of NeW York City: (because; of
the unwarranted time requirements due to complexity) and

Massachusetts, North Dakota,. and Virginia' (which were included in the
pilot -test). The -original ELSEGIS sample etas subsampled down to'make
the_cells self-weighting, and'differential weights were applied-accord;

ing to school di4rict size-artcl degree' of urbanization. Table 'shows'

the sample 'seledtion-procedUre'.:04Table 3 shows -the tch6e1;;d1stribts
selected.

_



Table 2

ELSEGIS Sample Selection Procedure

vall 1971
Pm ol Iment MSC 1 MSC 2

,

MSC 3

23,000+ (a)

100 °)/5(0.-----
2

70/3

10,000. 24,999 14/2
4

.14/2' 212/2 123/1

.-----------------1_ -.-------------4----------------1t------
7

5,000. 9,999 i , 595/3 427/2
I---------

8

2500- 4,999, .. , 889/3. _

9

', 1006/2.
----------4, s

rib

-300- 2,490-

,,

1824/2 , , ..

11

3193/$:'

&Of' WC 1 . Hlotiopo1itan Status Cotto, 1
_WC 2 VOrppolitarot*s Code- 2 . Sof tlybAll

WC- 31 KetropOliton Status Code 3 .

(a)

r in (*averse
le, Coll

c Nlpiber selected

The first step in the validation of the'data subiittod on tl*13LSE0f$

fill4PCO survey was to conduct-an interview with the'.individual;Who=haV

previously completed the form. The interview was sirti6tUredthiWth

use of an interview-guideline which consisted of 0 questions OtiOni"

on some of the known areas of confusionas well as on errors occurring

most frequently on previous surveys. In-addition, data were collectO

concerning-background information on the-Stat'Op accounting sySt6m

(such as the.degree-Of computerizationand th0 bse`OfjOE'HaildbOOkAI).

This interview-procedure'waS-61114kto-d4e6t-and.06SaibetW

principal causes-oVelvor'WtWcifigiiiil'S6tVoy.--1104001pleLCCheck,

was- triad() to - determine the ectent to and`



Table 3

ELSEGIS Validation Study

,State, SChOol District

Alabama,_Montgomery
Atkansas Port-Smith
California, China Lake Joint Elementary
California, Palm Springs Unified

'Connectitut, Hamden
Plorida, Volusia CoUnty
Georgia-Greene County
Illinois, Rockford
Illinois, Southeastern Comm. Unit
Kentucky, ',etcher
Louisiana, Livingston Parish
Michigan-, Ann Arbor
-Michigan, Gerrish-Higgins
:Michigan, Lansing
Minnesota, Robbinsdale
Missouri, Berkeley
Missouri, Carthage R-9.
New Mexico, LOs Alamos
New York 0- Amherst
New, York, Lake Placid
New York.), Sewanhaka

North Carolina, Wcklenburg County
Ohio; Bexley,
Ohlo, Perry
Oklahoma, Davenport
Oregon,-Hallsboro 007,
Texas,_Ector Co. ISO_
-Texas,' JunetiOn Co. ISD
Texas,_ Pasadena ISD
Washington, Highline

Pall 1971 Sample
Enrollment Cell

37,425 1

12,994 3

2443
6,,

10

690 6

9,930 -6
32019 6

2,522 -9,

41,010 1

628 W
5,637 7

10,187 5
18,538 3

4400
30,825

11

1

270983_ 2

_ 4,458 6

3,509 9
50134- -7

3,028
, 8

.1,080..- 11

11,082-- 4

80,047 I-

,2,608- 8

1141: 10
-370 11

59s 8

244',025 4

858 , 11'

'35476 "1

27,010 2



1

available from a state's record; an- attempt was made to deterniine

whether the method of estimation or proration was soundly based and

whether it was uniformly applied.

The second step in the validation study was to complete an ELSEGIS

form for each LEA in the sample from the state's basic data sources. In

going from the basic data sources to a properly completed ELSEGIS form,

a series Of worksheets and their accompanying instructions were developed.

The rationale for this was twofold: first, to ensure 'the collection of
accurate data across LeAs and, second, to ensure consistency among_ the

various analysts that were used in the data collection effort; It

was the purpose of this package to specify the steps necessary in the

transference of existing source data froM original documents at the. SEA

or LEA to the ELSEGI3.- The basic school district reporting. documents

were reviewed and, -where state and federal:definitionS did not coincide,
the state handbooks were examined in depth. ,While the federal accounting
handbook (Handbook II) haS been in existence -for 17 yearS,-' not all -States
have adopted the system of accounts contained in _it. -111 these cases,

states generally, had developed a 'translation 'device hither: to allow them
to move between the twu charts of accounts or between' the state's' chart'

of accounts and the ELSEGIS instrument._ -These translation-deVices: were
reviewed carefully as they frequently were:a source_ of -error. OnCe- the

basic source data were obtained from state files, an ELSEGIS instrument
_w6 completed for each of the state's sample school districts. The data
thus developed were compared-against that previously submitted by-the

state and any discrepancies were studied until resolved,

The 'data processing which was performed consisted of two phases.
The first phase was to complete a case study for each Of the sites

visited. This case study was designed to provide qualitative- infor-

mation about the SEA/LEA, -the- federal programs in existence, and the-
relationShip -of -Itte--ELSEGIS instrument accounting Methods
An,OUtline was developed .WhiChIlloWed-'the'arialyit'to-go-fregfrthe''data-

'cOilected-OW §it(5.-41fidqhe-responses to khe 4uqiiahs in thelitterviews
to a 'CCiii-itent'ket5iii'''(--folt'ditiii4t secondisectien

ref-1444taqii4OceSSing aspect 'OrthigittiO'fwaS4itiatififative' in nattire,
biatCong_sting'es_.I.:0- fig On (5 0-0 a e



STUDY MOWS

A nunber of significant outputs have resulted from this study.
A package of site visit reports documenting the BISECTS completion
process in each state visited has been prepared along with an overall
sunmary. Among the findings that resulted from a review of the site
visit reports are:

1. Joint state=federal programs are often reported incorrectly--
For programs that were completely funded by state or federal sources, the
reporting of data is manageable by the states and school district9.
Those programs that are funded jointly by the state and federal govern-
ment present a serious problem for respondents, hsever, for the support
of programs such as school lunch and vocational education,- school- districts
typically receive one check from the state with neither the source of
funds nor the portion provided by the state and federal governments
shown. The result of this is that 'school districts typically report the
programs as funded entirely out of state-or federal sources, with -the
tendency toward the latter. While state records Will generally show
the distinction, these data are only-available by soliCitng data* froth -0,
separate office,- a practice that is frequently not done when the original
ELSEGIS-report was prepared.

2. Some 'programs -are not reported- -This observation was time' in a.
number of the states visited. _The individual who completed the ELsois
form would enter all the programs that could be discovered (usually the
large programs in terms of dollars)-,_ but this often meant that sons:
programs, especially the small ones, were missed. programs that' were not
reported include-Drug Education, National Forest-Shared Revenues, EVA

Title --II; and elicktational; Education.
3, '--TtO) tams o otatecni 'inteiviediate'a eAdie are' uentl not

"is tOi=4110:-,

adminiitrat ion Of ':4-,prOgrat and has actually reCeiVedP'ro:gram funds,
tbe-pregram-ie5freqUentiYliot'-repOrted '6riftlie't.00* o i ibcdppio-

of ;Ali '1* be seen-in-qhe'caSe 'Of- Ofie'7601iit'itates'liOited, _ In- these

ith6614figtikti ,/-6161at.k.'7,14i11:011-0611107416416ifire6
Wi1*+*-0 Vital
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the district had no information and for which the state had only aggre-

gate data, This wits a problem for validation of the ELSEGIS as the

=states and LEAs had few records to indicate the existence of these

programs and-only through considerable research were they dilcovered.

-There is no way to be certain that all of the programs were reporu,d

_even with the effort that was put forth.

As previously stated, the approach which RMC followed in the data

analysis was to search for two distributions of errors:

the distribution- of errors by' questionnaire data element, and

the distribution of errors by type of error.

-Consequently, analysis was concentrated on those errors that appeared:

with a high frequency. In the first case,_ data elementS-in which,errOrs

were most frequently= made regardless of the typeof error or caUse,Were

reviewed. Pro6this!review,-it was possible to determthewhi0-data

elements contained the greatest error in the ELSEGIS finance sarvey;and:_

'thus deserved the most-careful review in surveys. A review et the

frequency:of appearance of each type of error (arithmeticOranscription,__

etc.) allowed the determination of whether a-need existed for special_

instructions. Difference rates were computed-between,the validated

data and the-state-reported_data. Whenever` .there Were diffPrencesbe-

tween the actual data and the reported data, a resolution interview was

held to determine the cause of the discrepancy. Examples of the types of

inconsistencies between-the state reports and federal reporting require-

mpnts include:

Estimation Error,-Midwestern state
1

The staff salaries reported by this state are-estimated, not actual
expenditures; They are reported on their annual reporting form in-thiS
manner.

1. BeCaUse-of agu guarantee 6f-confidentiality of data repented and
because each-state --had screPancies'that coad'have=beenliSted here,
§tate'hamos-haVe.tiot'been-idehtified.
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Formatting Error--Great Lakes state

The form from which this state draws the data to prepare the
ELSEGIS reports does not contain line items for PL-815 and National
School Lunch among other federal programs. Data for these programs are
available from either a separate report or directly from the school
districts themselves.

Timing--Southern state

The ELSEGIS reports for this state are completed from the.school
district financial report. The form is required to be submitted by the
LEAs to the state by July 15, but the last of the reports usually
arrived in October. These forms are then audited, a procedure which was
not completed for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1972, until August 20
1973. As the ELSEGIS form was to be submitted to the Office of Education
by March 15, 1973, audited data were not reported.

Lack of Thoroughness--Northwestern state

While this state's reporting form is highly detailed, errors in the
coding instructions designed to transfer data from the form to the
ELSEGIS instrument resulted in receipts from PL874 and NDEA Title III
being reported under "Other Federal," Federal Forest Funds being reported
under PL-874, and no entries made on the NDEA Title III line.

Lack of Source Data--Western state

For the repayment of state building fund debt by the local school
districts, a single payment is made with no designation of the portion
of the funds that is either for interest or principal. The state, in
reporting on the ELSEGIS form, arbitrarily. applied the division of
60% principal, 40% interest to the total amount.

Misunderstood Instructions--Northwestern state

As this state is moving toward the adoption of a program budgeting
approach to accounting for school finance,. retirement and social security
payments made on behalf of pupil transportation workers were reported
under Pupil Transportation rather than fixed charges.

In addition to the above types of outputs, five products remain to

be developed as the study is concluded.

1. All data comparisons will be completed and gross and net error

rates for each data item will be computed,

2. -Estimates Of:the errors in national projections of review and

expenditureflilbe made. Ihe-saMple-wat-seieated'in a-manner such

that: this Can:baccoipPlished easiWthrOugh'the-46lietion:-ofAhe

sample weights. On0-thils accomplished,` an 'analysis-dethe resulting

data 'AI be, made, 6 'dote-M1ne-1'6i implications, if V the
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3. Recommendations for revised accounting and data reporting

methods will be developed. These recommendations will be designed to

affect the relationship between the states and the federal government

vi: -a-vis the I3LSEGIS survey alone_and will not presume to revise

accounting methodology on a broader scale,

4. The relationship of the frequency or magnitude of -the errors

to other state or school system characteristics will be investigated.

Among the variables to be investigated will be school district size,

degree of computerization of accounting facilities-, and-the use of

federal accounting. definitions. Standard multiple regression tehdniques

will be applied.

5, A thorough description of the financial accounting systems in

the 24 states-visited will be prepared. This -could servo as -the basis,

for-the preparation of individual'ELSEGIS instructions-for each state

as well as a guideline for the comparison of educational revenues and

expenditures on a state -by -state basis.
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SttiviARY

The primary purpose of this paper was to document a successful

methodology fOrtheyalidation of data in general and forlevaluating

_edUcitional finance data in,particUlar. Secondly, the paper slas daigned4

to caution against the unquestioning acceptance of financial data as

reported, even data Subjected to Careful audit procedures: The- report

,addresses the errors found as'a result of the independenompletiOn

of'the BLSEGIS instrument for a sample of,schopl districts. As such,-

the report dealt oniy)With what is wrong with-the =EMS instrument

and did not discuss the value of-the instrument and the data reported

therefrom. While reporting all errors discovered, the Major effort --

was concentrated on systematic errors, those errors by type Or data

element which appear with great frequency.

The significance of this study is that it-shows the magnitude,and

direction of the errorsthatmay enter a large-scale survey and the steps

which may be taken to avoid them. Awareness of the-types of errors

that may be encountered in a survey will permit_the researcher to

design hii data tollection system so that more accurate data may be

obtained.


